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THE DREAM TEAM
WEDDING PLANNER AND DESIGN 

Weddings by Nexa, @nexa_eventi 
RECEPTION VENUE AND CATERING 

The St Regis Venice, @stregisvenice 
PHOTOGRAPHY H4PH, @h4ph @

thewhiteday HAIR & MAKEUP Angelina 
Rusin, @angelinarusin STYLIST Giulia Carli, 

@realifestylist BRIDE’S DRESS Atelier 
Anna Spose, @annaspose GROOM’S SUIT 
Pal Zileri Cerimonia, @palzileri FLOWERS 

La Ale Lillà @laalelilla CALLIGRAPHY 
AND STATIONERY Andrea Carrer, @

supahand TABLE SETTINGS Reggia Noleggi, 
@reggianoleggi TRANSPORTATION 

Sabietaluxury, @sabietaluxuryinvenice BRIDE 
AND GROOM’S FRAGRANCE The 

Merchant of Venice, @themerchantofvenice 
BRIDE AND GROOM’S JEWELLERY 

CHIMENTO, @chimento_official
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THE COUPLE
Francesca and Riccardo

said “I Do” in one of the most 
magical cities in the world, Venice

We picked Venice because it is the epitome 
of romance, luxury and uniqueness. We 
were looking for a venue that would be 

a quintessential symbol of Venice and its timeless 
beauty. Among the many locations, we chose The 
St Regis Venice, an iconic hotel overlooking one of 
the most sought after views of the city - the Basilica 
della Salute.

The backdrop was perfect. For the reception, on 
the terrace overlooking the Grand Canal and the 
Basilica della Salute, we opted for an “en rose” 
tablescape, with pale pink silk tablecloths, the finest 
china, flowers as lisianthus, snowberry, eucalyptus 
and exquisite English roses that we also used as 
placeholders.

For my wedding look, I was on the quest for 
something very special. I went for a precious yet 
understated gown, alluring and classic, designed 
with love and perfect for my figure. 

Once again, Weddings By Nexa guided me in 
selecting the perfect make-up artist!  We opted 
for a luminous base combined with sophisticated 
yet natural makeup, where the eyes were the focal 
point. For my hair, we chose a soft and tidy hairstyle 
to which we added an accessory made with the 
same beads and stones used for my wedding gown. 

Certainly, wanting to organize the most important 
event of our life is not as easy as it seems. One of 
our main concerns was how to get our guests to 
the right places at the right time. This is one of the 
reasons why we contacted a company that has years 
of experience in organizing luxury events. They took 
care of all the related services, such as logistics, 
which we think can be a real challenge in Venice!

Relax in the hands of experienced wedding 
planners and let them manage every tiny detail to 
create a wedding that’s a work of art.
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